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Abstract

Graphene is flexible and transparent with one-atom layer thickness, which is novel building block with potential applications in future portable devices. Here a flexible, transparent and ultrathin earphone based on single-layer graphene (SLG) is reported. The SLG earphone operates in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 200 kHz and has a highest sound pressure level (SPL) of 70 dB in 1 cm distance. The SPL emitted from one to six layers of stacked SLG are compared. It is observed that the SPL decreases with an increasing number of stacked layers. The SLG earphone, which is packaged with a commercial earphone casing, can play music clearly. Compared with a conventional earphone, the SLG earphone has a broader frequency response and a lower fluctuation. Testing results in both time and frequency domains show a frequency doubling effect, which indicates that the working principle is based on the electro-thermoacoustic (ETA) effect. As the SLG earphone operates in both the audible and ultrasonic frequency range, it can be used for a wide variety of applications.
Introduction

Flexible and transparent devices are of great importance for next generation electrical systems. Flexible and transparent transistors, solar cells, photodetectors, light emitting diodes have been developed. To date, the commercial earphone is based on magnetic coil, which could not achieve the flexibility and transparency. But recently, various nanomaterials, including nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and graphene, have been used for the development of novel sound sources based on electro-thermoacoustic (ETA) effect. The main advantage of using nanomaterials is their low heat capacity per unit area (HCPUA), which could convert joule heating to sound waves more efficiently. Single-layer graphene (SLG) has the lowest HCPUA, which could be more efficient than other materials. Despite the promise, to date, there is no reported on SLG earphone.

Here a SLG earphone, which operates according to the ETA effect, is demonstrated. Exploiting such a working principle, the SLG earphone is fundamentally different from conventional ones. A systematic study of the sound generation from one to six stacked layers of SLG is made here. The sound spectrum of the SLG earphone is significantly wider than a commercial earphone, covering both the audio and ultrasound frequencies up to 200 kHz. The earphone core is flexible, transparent and ultrathin. As a demonstration, the SLG earphone is packaged into a commercial earphone casing and tested successfully.
Experiment

Fabrication of SLG Earphone: The schematic of graphene earphone is shown in Figure 1a. The fabrication process of the SLG earphone has eight steps (Figure 1b). Briefly, the SLG is grown on copper by CVD at 1000 °C. The domain size is ~20 μm. Wet transfer is used to transfer the SLG on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) or polyimides substrate. Subsequently, silver electrodes are applied to the SLG and wired out (Figure 1c). Finally, the device is packaged into a commercial earphone casing (Figure 1d). A drive circuit is also made to supply a DC bias so that the SLG earphone can directly connect to laptop for playing music (Figure 1e). Real images of the fabrication process is shown in Figure S1.

Stacked SLG Fabrication and Characterization: Large area of SLG (5×10 cm²) can be transferred on PET substrates with high transparency and flexibility (Figure 2a). Stacked SLG (from one to six layers) were made and tested to understand the layer-dependence on sound performance. Furthermore n (2~6) such layers can be transferred to the same PET substrate (Figure S2). This can be done by repeated Poly(methyl methacrylate) wet transfer of SLG grown on copper by CVD. Sheet resistance was measured by the automatic four point probe meter (model 280SI, Four Dimensions, Inc.). The sheet resistance of the SLG is ~90 Ω/□ (Figure 2b), showing a higher quality as compared to roll-to-roll SLG, whose resistance is reported to be 125 Ω/□.24 Stacking SLG layers decreases the sheet resistance down to 26 Ω/□ in a six-layer stack. It is observed that the transparency of the stacked layers decreases with an increasing number of layers (Figure S3). The stacked SLGs were also transferred to SiO₂/Si substrates for optical (Figure S4) and Raman analysis.
images of SLGs surface were captured by white light interference microscope microXAM-1200 (MapVue AE Inc.). As the stacked SLGs were not perfectly aligned, the layer number could be identified through the edges of the films (Figure 2c). The Raman spectroscopy was obtained using a laser with a wavelength of 532 nm (HORIBA Inc.). Raman spectra show that the SLG yield stronger 2D peaks as compared with G peaks (Figure 2d). There are almost no D-peaks indicating a C-C lattice structure with very little defects. Due to the random stacking of SLG layers, unlike graphite, the intensities of the G and 2D peaks increase together. Statistical results show that 2D/G ratios are larger than 1 for stacked SLG layers (Figure 2e).

**Sound Testing:** The acoustic platform for testing the SLG earphones consisted of a standard microphone and a dynamic signal analyzer. A 1/4 inch standard microphone (Earthworks M50) was used to measure the sound pressure level of the loudspeakers. This microphone has a very flat frequency response reaching up to 50 kHz and a 31 mV/Pa high sensitivity. A signal analyzer (Agilent 35670A) was used to generate sine signals to drive the earphones, perform fast Fourier transform analysis and record the value of the sound pressure level. Our testing was performed in a soundproof box measuring $1.0 \times 0.5 \times 0.5$ m$^3$. In order to avoid echo, the box was filled with sound-absorbing sponges.

**Results and discussion**

**Layer Dependence on Sound Performance:** The sound performance of the stacked SLGs are tested by applying 5 V AC and 5 V DC signals. The frequency is swept from 20 Hz to 50 kHz. The original results of SPL vs. frequency is shown in Figure S5. From layers 1 to 5, the sound pressure level (SPL) decreased (Figure 3a) which
could be explained by an increased heat capacity per unit area (HCPUA). It is concluded that the SLG has the highest SPL due to its lowest HCPUA (Figure 3b). It is also noticed that there is an anomaly for a six-layer SLG stack. Since six layers have a larger HCPUA, it is expected that the SPL would be lower. However, another SPL influencing factor is the thermal leakage from the substrate. As six layers have a larger total gap, the thermal coupling with the substrate is weaker, which in-turn could enhance the sound performance. The six-layer device has much lower thermal coupling with substrate than other sample. A direct evidence is that during the wet transfer, the six-layer graphene is much easier to peel off from the substrate, which indicates the six-layer graphene has weaker interaction with the substrate compared to other samples. Based on this observation, it is hard to stack more than six layers. And it also confirmed that the effect thermal coupling of the six-layer graphene is much weaker than other samples.

**Sound Performance of the SLG Earphone:** The time domain response of the SLG earphone is investigated and compared to a commercial earphone. An input sine signal is swept from 0 Hz to 20 kHz in 20 s. It is observed that the SLG earphone reaches 20 kHz in 10 s (Figure 4a), indicating that the output frequency has been doubled. In order to reproduce the same frequency as the input signal, a DC bias is added and both single-frequency and double-frequency tones are generated (Figure 4b). There is no obvious differences from one layer to six layers graphene both in time and frequency domain (Figure S6). It is also noted that the conventional earphone only has a single-frequency tone (Figure 4c).
The SLG earphone also has a wider frequency response than a commercial earphone, especially in the ultrasound range (Figure 5a). The sound spectrums of the SLG earphone under different input power levels are also tested (Figure 5b) and a linear relationship is observed (Figure 5c). The frequency-doubling effect in the SLG earphone is also found in time-domain (Figure 5d). A sine-pulse response testing shows that the delay time is 20 μs (Figure 5e), which is similar to a commercial earphone. As shown in Figure 5f, this is the first experimental demonstration that the graphene earphone can emit sounds up to 200 kHz. In Table 1, the performance of our SLG earphone is compared with previous efforts\textsuperscript{20,22,23}. The SPL of SLG earphone is 10 dB higher than CNT earphone and 35 dB higher than rGO earphone due to the lower HCPUA of graphene. The SPL of SLG earphone is also 24 dB higher than previous graphene speaker due to the better quality of graphene film. Our SLG has the even lower sheet resistance than well-known roll-to-roll graphene.\textsuperscript{24} The higher conductivity of SLG could convert electrical power to Joule heating more efficiency. The SLG earphone reported in this work represents the state-of-art earphone, which could open wide applications in consumer electronics such as phone, pad, computer \textit{et al}.

**Theoretical analysis of SLG Earphone:** The schematic shows the sound generation process in SLG earphone (Figure 6a), which is different from conventional mechanical damping. Simulation results show a good agreement with the
experimental results (Figure 6b). The minor discrepancy in low frequency is due to the environment noise.

**Potential application for transparent SLG earphone:** The concept of “transparent electronics” was proposed by John. F. Wager\textsuperscript{25} and attracted a lot of attention. The transparent earphone is very useful for consumer and military applications. For example, the transparent earphone could be used as hearing aid. The person who wear hearing aid would not like people know this. The visible transparent hearing aid could make them feel comfortable since other people do not notice the hearing aid. The transparent earphone could also be used for secure communication since other people could not aware it.

**Conclusion**

A transparent, flexible SLG earphone has been demonstrated for the first time operating based on the ETA effect. The earphone operates in the range of 20 Hz to 200 kHz, with a highest SPL of 70 dB. These metrics indicate that the SLG earphone has a performance exceeding other recent state-of-the-art sound generation devices. Furthermore, the SLG earphone has a broader frequency response and a lower fluctuation as compared to a commercial earphone. A systematic study of the sound generation performance of one to six stacked SLG layers was conducted. Further performance enhancement can be achieved by driving the SLG earphone using pulse density modulation. The SLG earphone technology is expected to bring transparent flexible earphone in the field of acoustics.
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**Figures and Captions**

**Figure 1.**

- **a**, Schematic of the graphene earphone.
- **b**, Fabrication process of the graphene earphone.
- **c**, A single-layer graphene (SLG) earphone in hand.
- **d**, View of the SLG earphone in a commercial earphone casing.
- **e**, A pair of SLG earphones connected to a laptop through a drive circuit. The music in laptop could be played through SLG earphone.
**Figure 2.** 

**a,** A highly transparent 5 cm × 10 cm SLG on PET. The dashed lines show the edges of the graphene film.  

**b,** Images of graphene films with 1 to 6 stacked layers on a SiO2/Si substrate captured by a white light interference microscope. Each graphene layer can be identified by the color contrast and corner shape.  

**c,** Sheet resistance vs. layer number of SLG films. The quality of SLG (<100 Ω/□) is even better than well-known roll-to-roll SLG [2].  

**d,** Raman spectra of graphene films with different numbers of stacked layers. Due to the random stack of graphene layers, unlike graphite, the intensities of the G and 2D peaks increase together.  

**e,** 2D/G ratio of graphene films with different numbers of stacked layers. The 2D/G ratios are larger than unity, indicating the presence of SLG.
Figure 3. a, The SPL vs. frequency for different graphene layers. The single-layer graphene has the highest SPL value. The measure distance is fixed at 1 cm. b, The SPL vs. layer number for different acoustic frequencies. The thinner graphene has higher sound pressure due to lower HCPUA.
Figure 4. **a**, The amplitude spectrum and its Fourier transform of the sound generated by the SLG earphone driven by an AC signal. **b**, The amplitude spectrum and its Fourier transform of the sound generated by the SLG earphone driven by an AC+DC signal. **c**, The amplitude spectrum and its Fourier transform of the sound generated by a conventional magnetic coil earphone.
Figure 5. **a**, SPL cures of a SLG graphene earphone compared with a commercial earphone. **b**, The SPL of the graphene earphone under different powers. **c**, Power-dependent sound pressure under different frequencies. **d**, A 10 kHz input signal fed to the SLG earphone and the corresponding sound signal collected by the microphone, showing the frequency-doubling effect. **e**, The measured acoustic response for electrical a single 10 kHz sine-pulse input, showing a time delay of 20 μs. **f**, The measured acoustic response driven by different frequencies of sine-pulse. There is output signal under 100 kHz, corresponding to 200 kHz sound frequency.
**Figure 6.** Sound generation in a SLG graphene earphone. An applied a, signal causes b, Joule heating, inducing c, longitudinal, and d, spherical sound waves in the near- and far-fields respectively. e, SPL vs. frequency showing that the model agrees well with the experiment. The inset illustrates the model of sound generation in a SLG earphone.
Table 1. A performance comparison of recent acoustic devices. SLG earphone has the highest SPL and widest frequency range. Note the input power are normalized to 1 W.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>SPL (dB)</th>
<th>f Limit (kHz)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td><em>Nano Letters</em> 2013 [Ref. 20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td><em>ACS Nano</em> 2014 [Ref. 22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLG</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>20</td>
<td><em>Advanced Materials</em> 2012 [Ref. 23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLG</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>This Work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A flexible and transparent single-layer graphene earphone is demonstrated to operate in the frequency range of 20 Hz to 200 kHz with high performance.